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Abstract: For the optimal power distribution problem of battery energy storage power stations
containing multiple energy storage units, a grouping control strategy considering the wind and solar
power generation trend is proposed. Firstly, a state of charge (SOC) consistency algorithm based on
multi-agent is proposed. The adaptive power distribution among the units started can be realized
using this algorithm. Then, considering the trend of wind and solar power generation, a reasonable
grouping control strategy is formulated. The grouping situation of the units is determined by using
the probability distribution characteristics of energy storage charging and discharging, which reduces
the number of charging and discharging conversions and extends the power station life. Finally, the
actual data of a wind–solar energy storage microgrid is used to verify the method. The simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed method has certain advantages in terms of control effect, SOC
consistency, and extending the power station life.

Keywords: energy storage unit; power distribution; multi-agent; grouping battery units; wind and
solar power generation trend

1. Introduction

Battery energy storage is one of the important means to solve the problem of new
energy consumption because of its strong power regulation ability and flexible configu-
ration [1,2]. In practical application, large-scale battery energy storage power stations are
often composed of multiple battery energy storage units. Therefore, how to distribute the
power reasonably among the units is the key to ensure the optimal operation of the energy
storage power station [3,4].

At present, most of the research focuses on single energy storage systems [5,6] and
hybrid energy storage systems [7,8] and considers a certain energy storage medium as a
whole, but does not involve research on detailed power allocation among multiple units. A
detailed study on optimal power allocation among units was presented in the reference [9],
and a whale optimization algorithm based on adaptive weight and a simulated annealing
strategy was proposed for power distribution of an all-vanadium redox flow battery energy
storage system. An improved state of charge (SOC) droop control method based on a multi-
agent system was proposed in the reference [10] to achieve the SOC balance of multiple
units. In the references [11–13], the SOC balance was studied and the power of each energy
storage unit was adjusted dynamically according to the SOC. An optimal power allocation
strategy among multiple units considering the life of batteries was put forward in the
reference [14], and a mixed integer programming algorithm was used to solve the problem.
The concept of SOC balance was proposed in the reference [15], and the power of each unit
was distributed based on this concept. However, the above distribution strategy required
all the energy storage units to participate in the response. Due to the volatility of new
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energy, the energy storage units need to be charged and discharged frequently, which leads
to significant life loss for the units.

Therefore, Nguyen C L proposed a dual battery energy storage system (BESS), one
BESS for charging and the other for discharging. Two BESSs with different charging and
discharging states were adopted to stabilize the wind power fluctuation and extend the life
of battery energy storage [16]. Lin proposed a control strategy of adaptively fine-tuning the
first-order low-pass filtering time constant to optimize the SOC of two battery packs [17].
Long Benjin put forward a grouping control strategy for energy storage units, which can
improve the operation efficiency [18]. Considering the life loss of the energy storage units,
Yu Yang extracted the wind power trend and divided the units into two battery packs
to extend the energy storage service life [19]. On the basis of the dual-battery structure,
Guo Wei studied the distributed coordinated control of the energy storage array system
containing multiple batteries, considering the power distribution among multiple units [20].

In the above research, the BESS is divided into two battery groups: the charging
group and the discharging group. Compared with the overall response of battery energy
storage, it reduces the frequent conversions between charging and discharging states, and
improves the power station service life to some extent. However, the current grouping
method is average grouping; that is, the two groups contain the same number of energy
storage units. This grouping method does not consider the inconsistency of the charging
and discharging fluctuation energy of the power station. The battery energy storage units
have more temporary conversion times, and the aging of the units is accelerated. In order
to further extend the remaining service life of the battery energy storage power station, this
paper puts forward a grouping control strategy for the power station considering the wind
and solar power generation trend. The main contributions are as follows:

(1) A novel grouping strategy for the battery energy storage power station is proposed.
Considering the trend of wind and solar power generation, the fluctuation curve of charg-
ing and discharging power is obtained. The grouping situation is determined using the
probability distribution of the fluctuation situation and SOC size. This grouping method
reduces temporary conversion times and prolongs the power station life.

(2) A SOC consistency algorithm based on multi-agent is proposed. The algorithm
realizes adaptive power allocation of multiple units and makes the SOC more consistent in
the scheduling period.

(3) An energy storage output strategy considering battery life is formulated. First,
energy storage units are selected according to SOC priority, and then power distribution is
carried out in the selected energy storage units to realize power distribution of the energy
storage power station.

The organization of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the structure
of a wind–solar energy storage microgrid system; Section 3 proposes a grouping control
strategy for battery energy storage power stations considering the trend of wind–solar
power generation; Section 4 shows and analyzes the results of the grouping control strategy
through case analysis; Section 5 summarizes the work of this paper and the existing
shortcomings, and points out the direction for subsequent related work.

2. Wind–Solar Energy Storage Microgrid System

Take the battery energy storage power station in the wind–solar energy storage mi-
crogrid system as an example; its structure is shown in Figure 1. The power station is
made up of a number of parallel-connected battery energy storage units, which together
constitute an energy storage system of MW level. The units complete the information
exchange between adjacent nodes through the distributed communication network.
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Figure 1. Wind–solar energy storage system structure.

The power station collects the output power Pw of wind turbines and the output power
PV of photovoltaic arrays in real time and calculates the total power command Pb according
to the scheduling instruction Pg.

The control center sends the total power command Pb to the energy storage units. Each
unit decomposes the power command Pb by distributed communication and the strategy
proposed in this paper, and the power commands Pb1, Pb2, · · · , Pbn of each battery unit is
calculated in real-time.

It is stipulated that the power of the battery energy storage power station is positive
when discharging and negative when charging. The total power command Pb of the battery
energy storage power station is:

Pb = Pg − Pw − Pv (1)

The wind–solar energy storage system is intended to provide constant power to the
power grid by averaging the wind–solar power over the scheduling time interval. In the kth
scheduling interval, kTd < t ≤ (k + 1)Td, and the scheduling instruction Pg is the average
wind and solar power output in the scheduling interval Td:

Pg =
1
Td

∫ (k+1)Td

kTd

Pw(τ) + Pv(τ)dτ (2)

Due to the randomness and volatility of wind and solar power output, battery en-
ergy storage power stations need frequent charge and discharge conversions to track the
scheduling plan, which will affect the battery life [21,22]. In order to avoid frequent con-
version between charging and discharging states, energy storage units are divided into a
charging group and a discharging group. When the total power command is discharging,
the discharge group starts first; otherwise, the charging group starts first.
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3. Power Distribution of Battery Energy Storage Power Stations Considering the Wind
and Solar Power Generation Trend
3.1. SOC Consistency Algorithm Based on Multi-Agent

In order to realize the adaptive distribution of power commands, an SOC consistency
algorithm based on multi-agent is used in this paper.

In a multi-agent system, the connection relationship among agents is represented by
the topological graph G = (V, E, A), where V = {1, 2, . . . , N} represents the non-empty
point set composed of N agents, E = V ×V represents the edge set composed of ordered
node pairs, and A =

[
aij
]
∈ Rn×n represents the adjacency matrix between agents in the

multi-agent system. If (i, j) ∈ E, that is, agent j can receive the information transmitted
from agent i through the communication topology, then aij = 1; if agent j cannot receive
the information from agent i through the communication topology, then aij = 0 [23–25].

The energy storage unit exchanges information based on the communication network,
and achieves the goal by coordinating charging and discharging. The battery energy
storage power station composed of N energy storage units can be regarded as a multi-agent
system composed of N agents. aij is related to the grouping state of energy storage units.
Information is exchanged among energy storage units in the same group, and the physical
characteristics of energy storage units, such as output power and SOC, are taken as the
state of each agent. By designing a reasonable control strategy to control these physical
states, we can achieve our expected results.

The state of charge SOCi(t) of the ith energy storage unit at time t can be expressed
as [26,27]:

SOCi(t) =
Ei(t)
EN

(3)

Ei(t) =

{
Ei(t− 1)− ηbc

∫ t
t−1 Pbi(τ)dτ, Pbi(τ) ≤ 0

Ei(t− 1)− 1
ηbd

∫ t
t−1 Pbi(τ)dτ, Pbi(τ) ≥ 0

(4)

Based on the multi-agent consistency theory, the following control strategies
are designed:

Pi(t) =
Pb
m

+ µ ∑
j∈Ni

{
aij
[
diSOCi(t)− djSOCj(t)

]}
(5)

When the rated power of one group is insufficient to support the power demand,
some units in another group need to temporarily participate and provide support. At this
time, the temporarily added energy storage units can contact with the battery units in the
original group. The power instruction of the units is:

Pi(t) =



Pm Wi = 0 and Pb ≥ 0

−Pm Wi = 0 and Pb < 0
Pb−PN
m−Nb

+ Wi = 1 and Pb ≥ 0

µ ∑
j∈Ni

{
aij
[
WidiSOCi(t)−WjdjSOCj(t)

]}
Pb+PN
m−Nb

+ Wi = 1 and Pb < 0

µ ∑
j∈Ni

{
aij
[
WidiSOCi(t)−WjdjSOCj(t)

]}
(6)

In addition, it is necessary to limit the SOC and transmission power of the energy
storage units, as shown in Formulas (7) and (8).

SOCmin ≤ SOCi(t) ≤ SOCmax (7)

− Pm ≤ Pi(t) ≤ Pm (8)

According to Formulas (5) and (6), when the energy storage power station is charging,
the energy storage units with smaller SOC absorb more power, while those with larger
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SOC absorb less power; when the energy storage power station is discharging, the energy
storage units with larger SOC emit more power, while those with small SOC emit less
power. Finally, the SOC of the energy storage units will be gradually balanced.

3.2. Determining Energy Storage Charging and Discharge Grouping Situation Based on
Probability Distribution

The deviation between scheduling instruction and wind and solar power is taken as
the power command. However, the ratio of positive and negative fluctuation probability
of the power is not fixed at 1:1, which is related to the fluctuation curve of wind and solar
power. Therefore, the capacities of the charging group and the discharging group are not
exactly the same.

In order to determine the number of energy storage units of the charging and the
discharging group, the trend of wind and solar power output is considered, and the wind
and solar power curves of the previous day are predicted. According to the scheduling
instruction generation principle, the power command of the previous day is predicted, and
the grouping situation is determined according to the power fluctuation probability of the
power command. Because prediction is not the focus of this paper, in order to simplify the
processing, the actual collected data is used instead of the predicted data.

Under the condition that the capacity of the battery energy storage power station is
fixed, in order to reduce the conversion times, it is required that the energy storage unit
will not conduct temporary switching of charging and discharging in most cases; that is,
the ratio δ of the charging group and discharging group will be determined according to
the following formula:

δ =
F−1

bc (β)

F−1
bd (β)

(9)

where the functions F−1
bc (β) and F−1

bd (β) are the inverse functions of the cumulative proba-
bility distribution function of the predicted charging and discharging power fluctuation
amplitude, respectively; β is a relatively large probability level specified in advance.

On this basis, according to Formula (10), the number of units contained in the charging
group Nb = Nbc and the number of units contained in the discharging group Nb = Nbd are
determined: {

Nbc = [δN]
Nbd = N − Nbc

(10)

where [·] means rounding.
Each energy storage unit is numbered fixedly, and all energy storage units are arranged

in ascending order of SOC. Combined with the number of energy storage units, Nbc units
arranged in the front are selected as the charging group, and the remaining Nbd units
arranged in the back are selected as the discharging group.

3.3. Energy Storage Output Strategy Considering the Degradation Characteristics of Battery Life

In order to improve the overall available power of the energy storage system when the
energy storage power station operates in the grouping mode, the following coordination
strategies are used to reduce the conversion times and delay the aging of the energy storage
units. The power distribution process is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of power distribution.

According to Section 3.2, the rated power of the charging group is PN = Pbc = NbcPm,
and the rated power of the discharging group is PN = Pbd = NbdPm. We can calculate the
total power command Pb according to Formula (1).

(1) When the power station is in a non-discharge state (Pb(t) ≤ 0)

1©When |Pb(t)| ≤ Pbc
The rated power of the charging group can meet the power demand, and the energy

storage units of the discharging group do not need to be temporarily converted into the
charging state. The state transition identifiers Wi of all energy storage units are all 0. When
|Pb(t)| = 0, all energy storage units are in the standby state, and di is set to 0; when
0 < |Pb(t)| ≤ Pm, an energy storage unit is started and charged by the unit with the lowest
SOC in the charging group; when 0 < |Pb(t)| ≤ 2Pm, the two energy storage units are
started and charged by the two units with the lowest SOC in the charging group; and so on,
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until all the energy storage units in the group are started. All selected units di are set to 1,
and the rest are set to 0.

2©When |Pb(t)| > Pbc
If the rated power of the charging group cannot meet the power demand, a short-

term conversion strategy will be adopted. The energy storage units with small SOC in
the discharging group will be temporarily added to the charging group, and the number
of temporarily added units is determined as the same as 1© in (1). The state transition
identifiers Wi of the units selected to temporarily undertake the charging task are set to 1,
and the rest are set to 0. The starting identifiers di of all charging group energy storage
units and temporarily converted discharging group energy storage units are set to 1, and
the rest are set to 0.

(2) When the power station is in a discharge state (Pb(t) > 0)

1©When |Pb(t)| ≤ Pbd
The rated power of the discharging group can meet the power demand, and the

energy storage units of the charging group do not need to be temporarily converted into
the discharge state. The state transition identifiers Wi of all energy storage units are all 0.
When 0 < |Pb(t)| ≤ Pm, an energy storage unit is started and discharged by the unit with
the highest SOC in the discharging group; when 0 < |Pb(t)| ≤ 2Pm, the two energy storage
units are started and discharged by the two units with the highest SOC in the discharging
group; and so on, until all the energy storage units in the group are started. All selected
units di are set to 1, and the rest are set to 0.

2©When |Pb(t)| > Pbd
The rated power of the discharging group cannot meet the power demand, so a short-

term conversion strategy will be adopted. The energy storage units with higher SOC in
the charging group will be temporarily added to the discharging group, and the number
of temporarily added units is determined as the same as 1© in (2). The state transition
identifiers Wi of the units selected to temporarily undertake the discharge task are set to 1,
and the rest are set to 0. The starting identifiers di of the discharging group energy storage
units and temporarily converted charging group energy storage units are set to 1, and the
rest are set to 0.

In the process of operation, when the SOC of energy storage units in any group reaches
the thresholds, the charging and discharging groups will be redivided according to the
SOC ordering.

4. Simulation Analysis
4.1. Scene Description and Parameter Setting

The measured data of a wind–solar energy storage microgrid system in northern
Hebei were selected, for which the rated capacity of the wind generator was 20 MW and
the photovoltaic power generation was 15 MW. The battery energy storage power station
was composed of 20 energy storage units. The set parameters of the power station and the
initial SOC of each unit are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, and the total capacity of
the power station was 6 MW/24 MW·h.

Table 1. Battery energy storage power station parameters.

Parameter Values

Number of energy storage units 20
Rated capacity of energy storage unit/(MW·h) 1.2

Rated power of energy storage unit/MW 0.3
Efficiency of charging and discharging (%) 90

SOCmax/SOCmin 0.9/0.1
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Table 2. Initial SOC of battery energy storage unit.

Unit Number Initial SOC Unit Number Initial SOC

No.1 0.85 No.11 0.45
No.2 0.85 No.12 0.45
No.3 0.75 No.13 0.4
No.4 0.75 No.14 0.4
No.5 0.7 No.15 0.35
No.6 0.7 No.16 0.35
No.7 0.65 No.17 0.3
No.8 0.65 No.18 0.3
No.9 0.6 No.19 0.25
No.10 0.6 No.20 0.2

The 24 h wind and photovoltaic power data were selected for simulation verification.
The data sampling interval was 15 min, and the scheduling interval was 1 h. The scheduling
instruction Pg was obtained according to Formula (2), and the total power generation of
the photovoltaic and wind turbine and the scheduling curve are shown in Figure 3. There
is a deviation between the wind–solar power curve and the scheduling instruction curve. It
is necessary for the power station to make up for the deviation. The energy storage power
curve obtained according to Formula (1) is shown in Figure 4. Due to the fluctuation of
wind and solar power, the power command changes frequently in positive and negative
directions. The power station needs frequent charging and discharging conversions to
track the scheduling instruction, which is a great loss to the life of the station, so the energy
storage units were divided into two groups.

Figure 3. Wind–solar power and scheduling instruction curve.

Figure 4. Energy storage power curve.
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4.2. Simulation Results

The grouping situation of energy storage was determined according to the method
in Section 3.2. The statistics for the fluctuation amplitude of the energy storage power
curve are shown in Figure 4, and its probability distribution characteristics are shown in
Figure 5. β was set to 95%. The maximum fluctuation value during charging was 5.082 MW,
and 95% of the fluctuation amplitude was less than 2.787 MW. The maximum fluctuation
value during discharging was 6.136 MW, and 95% of the fluctuation amplitude was less
than 3.418 MW. The power ratio corresponding to the charging and discharging power
amplitude when the cumulative probability was 95% was taken as the ratio of the number
of units contained in the two groups. According to Formulas (8) and (9), the ratio δ of the
charging group to discharging group was 1/1.226. The total number of energy storage
units was 20. There were 9 units assigned to the charging group and 11 units assigned to
the discharging group. All the energy storage units were arranged in ascending order of
initial SOC, with 9 energy storage units arranged at the front as the charging group and
11 energy storage units at the back as the discharging group.

Figure 5. Cumulative probability distribution of energy storage power. (a) Cumulative probabil-
ity distribution of charging power of energy storage; (b) Cumulative probability distribution of
discharging power of energy storage.

The control strategy was adopted for power output. The power command Pb in the
typical day and the actual response results P′b according to the control strategy are shown in
Figure 6. In order to show the working state of the two groups more intuitively, the power
curves of them were separated, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Power command and actual response curve.

Figure 7. Power curves of charge and discharge groups.

The SOC values of the units will change in the scheduling cycle, and SOC consistency
can reflect the effectiveness of the strategy. Using the grouping method proposed in this
paper, the SOC variation curve under the traditional strategy of average power distribution
and the multi-agent SOC consistency strategy is shown in Figure 8.

In order to compare the control effects clearly between the optimal grouping strategy
and the average grouping strategy (i.e., 10 units in the charging group and 10 units in the
discharging group), the rain-flow counting algorithm [28] was used to make statistics on
the SOC variation curves of the energy storage units within 24 h under the two strategies,
and the statistical results were converted into the equivalent number of cycles under the
rated discharge depth by using the calculation method in the literature [29,30]. The results
of each unit are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. SOC variation curve of each energy storage unit. (a) Average power distribution;
(b) Multi-agent SOC consistency.
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Figure 9. Daily equivalent cycle times of each energy storage unit.

4.3. Simulation Analysis

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and control method, the fol-
lowing three aspects were analyzed: control effect, SOC consistency, and energy storage
station life.

(1) Control effect: As shown in Figure 6, in the whole operation cycle, the energy
storage power station can effectively track power command instructions under the power
distribution strategy used in this study. Due to the uncertainty of wind and solar power
generation, the power demand may exceed the rated power NPm of the power station, as the
situation marked by the circle in Figure 6 shows. The rated power NPm was 6 MW. When
the power command exceeded 6 MW, all energy storage units were started and operated
at the maximum power. Figure 7 shows that the charging group undertakes the charging
task, and the discharging group undertakes the discharging task. The rated power of the
discharge group was 3.3 MW, and the charging group was 2.7 MW. When the charging or
discharging capacity of a certain group is insufficient, the charging group will temporarily
participate in the discharging process, or the discharging group will temporarily participate
in the charging process, a short-term conversion strategy is adopted, and another group of
energy storage units provides additional power.

(2) SOC consistency: The strategy used in this paper was that only the minimum
number of battery cells work at any one time, so the SOC curves of each unit are not
completely coincident. When any energy storage units reach the SOC threshold, the two
groups will be redistributed. Figure 8 shows that the start-up energy storage units distribute
power evenly under the strategy of average power distribution, and the SOC changes at
the same speed. However, the multi-agent SOC consistency strategy takes the difference
of SOC into account when the energy storage units output power. For example, in the
discharge state, the units with larger SOC emit more power, the SOC drops faster, and the
SOC values tend to be more consistent in the scheduling period.

(3) Energy storage station life: Considering the fluctuation amplitude of charging and
discharging, the optimal grouping method reduces the number of temporary conversions,
so the number of daily equivalent cycles is reduced. As can be seen from the analysis of
Figure 9, if the rated cycle number of the energy storage units is 1500 times, the maximum
daily equivalent cycle number under the optimal grouping strategy is 1.403, which takes
about 1069 days. However, the maximum daily equivalent cycle number under the average
group strategy is 1.552, which takes about 966 days. The statistics show that the optimal
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grouping method can extend the power station life to a certain extent compared with the
average grouping.

5. Conclusions

To solve the power distribution problem of battery energy storage power stations
containing multiple energy storage units, this paper proposed a grouping control strategy
for the battery energy storage power station considering the trend of wind and solar power
generation, and verified the effectiveness of the method through simulation experiments.
The key conclusions were as follows:

(1) A strategy of energy storage output considering battery life was designed, in which
the started energy storage units are selected first, and then the power allocated by each
unit is determined. This strategy uses as few battery units as possible and ensures the
accurate tracking of the scheduling plan.

(2) A grouping method considering the positive and negative fluctuation probability of
energy storage power was proposed. Compared with the average grouping used in
the existing research, it can reduce the temporary conversion times of charging and
discharging and further prolong the power station operation life.

(3) Aiming at the power distribution between the started units, an SOC consistency
algorithm based on multi-agent was used. Compared with the power distribution
mode of power average distribution, the SOC values among energy storage units tend
to be more consistent in the scheduling period.

However, the control strategy in this paper only considered the energy storage unit’s
life and the balance of SOC, and the economic benefits of the wind–solar energy storage
microgrid operation were not considered. In the future, this will be improved by combining
the benefits of the scheduling plan. The total operating cost, energy storage unit loss, and
SOC consistency of the energy storage power station will be comprehensively considered
to further promote the economy of wind–solar energy storage system operation.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviation Meaning Units
Pb Power command of the battery energy storage power station MW
Pg Scheduling instruction MW
Pw The output power of wind turbines MW
Pv The output power of photovoltaic arrays MW
Pg Scheduling instruction MW
Td Scheduling interval h
E Remaining capacity of the energy storage unit MW·h
EN Rated capacity of the energy storage unit MW·h
Pbi The output power of the ith energy storage unit MW
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Abbreviation Meaning Units
ηbc Charging efficiency of the energy storage unit -
ηbd Discharging efficiency of the energy storage unit -
m The number of starting energy storage units -
µ Weight parameter -
d Starting identifier -
aij Connection relationship between the ith energy storage

unit and the jth energy storage unit
-

Pm Rated discharge power of the energy storage unit MW
W State transition identifier -
PN Rated discharge power of the charging and disch-

arging group
MW

Nb The number of energy storage units in the charging and
discharging group

-

SOCmin The minimum SOC of a single energy storage unit -
SOCmax The maximum SOC of a single energy storage unit -
δ The ratio of the charging group and discharging group MW/MW
N The number of energy storage units -
i, j Battery energy storage unit number -
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